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Yourlight

Light matters. Our daily mission is to provide our customers with professional industrial lighting

solutions that make them happy!

Since its foundation in 2003, Yourlight has focused on industrial lighting solutions. During this period

we have accumulated the expertise and skills to provide our customers with solid lighting solutions

and to separate the wheat from the chaff when it comes to global LED lighting manufacturers. We

offer (turn key) lighting solutions with fixtures from manufacturers that deliver high quality at very

competitive prices.

We provide

✓ Lighting engineering services

✓ Advice that leads to a sustainable solution

✓ Fixtures to match this solution

✓ Installation services when required

✓ Excellent after sales services

Areas of expertise

✓ Indoor industrial lighting

✓ Yard lighting

✓ Crane lighting

All business partners are carefully selected and adhere to our core values

✓ Customer focus

✓ Quality 

✓ Reliability
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A sustainable world by being a

market leader in industrial lighting

solutions. And we do this by

realizing tailor-made, reliable and

sustainable lighting solutions for our

customers. We focus on their

specific needs, wants and desires,

whilst always keeping our promises

and we are uncompromising when it

comes to quality.

Our promise

Less costs, more revenue and a

safer and more sustainable working

environment. Because it is our

passion, these themes drove us

long before it had to (by law and

environmental regulations).

Our values and goals Our customers

We work in a diverse range of

industrial sectors, from factory halls

to (harbor) cranes and (port) yards.

From SME to multinational.

Wherever our lighting solutions can

make a difference to our customer’s

business operations and work

environment. Our customers are the

owners and users of industrial

objects and premises. But also

include installers of professional LED

lighting. For them our technical

lighting knowledge and experience

is an addition to their expertise in

the field of electrical engineering

and installation.

Our team

Our team consists of highly

motivated professionals with the

right amount of experience and in-

depth knowledge in their respective

field of expertise. We run the extra

mile and never cut corners. We

focus on results while never losing

an eye on the human dimension.

Being the best is more important

than being the biggest. Work should

be fun with lots of room for humor.

Continuous personal and profess-

sional development go hand in

hand. The team goes before the

individual. We help each other. We

set our goals high, but reachable.

We never compromise on quality.

We deliver what we promise. We

are honest.
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Lighting fixtures for harbor cranes

need to be extremely robust. They

require similar specifications as for

(port) yard lighting, but additionally

they need to withstand (heavy)

vibrations. Especially under the

trolley, these fixtures have to

endure heavy shocks and vibrations

at different frequencies. We know

about harbor cranes and we are

proud to have been selected by

Nanhua, world leader in harbor

crane lighting, as their official

European agent. Beside harbor

cranes, there are a wide array of

cranes, like construction cranes or

indoor portal cranes, for which we

offer suitable solutions.

Indoor industrial lighting

This includes factory halls, ware-

houses, workshops, and the like.

From very tall buildings, like halls

for ship building that require formi-

dable high bay fixtures to work

shops with lower ceilings for which

light tracks are more suitable.

Crane lighting Yard lighting

As of the start of Yourlight, we have

accumulated much experience and

expertise in yards and terminal

lighting in ports all over the world.

We supply fixtures from renowned

manufacturers that are suitable for

application in harsh environments

with salty air, windy conditions,

horizontal rain, dust and sand, as

well as high ambient temperatures.

From the North sea shore to the

desert of Dubai. But we also have

competitive solutions for a small

yards or parking lots.

Specials

Yourlight provides solutions for very

special areas of lighting. For

instance in spaces with very high

ambient temperatures, like foun-

dries and steel production. Or with

aggressive atmospheric conditions,

like leather tanneries and stables for

cattle.

An important market segments for

which we have superb solutions is

area’s that need explosive proof

ATEX certified fixtures. We have

fixtures certified for all ATEX zones.

Is special cases we can provide one

time tailor-made solutions in

cooperation with one of our

business partners (suppliers).
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Yourlight products & services

It’s our daily job to listen carefully to the

needs, wants and desires of our customers in

order to design a made-to-measure solution

that caters to these. We give solid advice of

which a light plan is the foundation.

Naturally, we apply the highest quality and

most cost-effective fixtures to our lighting

solutions, in order to achieve maximum return

on investment for our customers. Furthermore,

we to convey our customer’s requirements and

demands to our suppliers in order to help them

developing better products. Simultaneously, we

keep track of all technological developments in

the market.
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